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The Dark Knight Returns (alternatively titled Batman: The Dark Knight Returns) is a four-issue comic book miniseries
starring Batman, written by Frank Miller, illustrated by Miller and Klaus Janson, and published by DC Comics. When the
series was collected into a single volume later that year, the story title for the first issue was applied to the entire series.

The year is never specified, though it has been a full decade since the last reported sighting of Batman. Society
has lost faith in the functioning of justice, and the current American President, named only Dickard, and
whose appearance seems to be a reference to Ronald Reagan, constantly tries to keep the social order with
optimistic discourses, while the Cold War is still ongoing. Virtually all superheroes, with the exception of
Superman , have been forced by governmental authorities into retirement or otherwise driven away by a
distrusting populace. Bruce Wayne has voluntarily retired from crime fighting following the death under
unspecified circumstances of Jason Todd , the second Robin. In the absence of superheroes, criminals run
amok, and a gang called the Mutants terrorize Gotham City. The return of an old enemy prompts a now
year-old Wayne to don the Batman costume once again. The media plays a large role in DKR, with the
narrative broken up by news reports and "talking head" editorials debating events in the story as they unfold.
After Batman saves her from a Mutant attack, year-old Carrie Kelly buys herself a knock-off Robin costume,
and searches for Batman to aid him. She finds Batman at the city dump, where he is fighting the Mutants.
Meanwhile, the return of Batman has caused one of his oldest and deadliest foes, The Joker , to awaken from a
years-long catatonic state at Arkham Asylum. The Joker convinces his psychiatrist, Dr. Bartholomew Wolper,
that he is sane and regrets his misdeeds. Seeking to discredit Batman, whom he has crusaded against in the
media, Wolper appears with the Joker on a late-night show. While the police, now led by the anti-vigilante
Commissioner Ellen Yindel , attack Batman, the Joker murders everyone in the television studio including
Wolper and escapes. Batman and Robin track the Joker to a county fair, where Batman defeats Joker in a
violent showdown. Batman stops short of killing the Joker; however, the Joker finishes the job himself,
twisting his own broken neck, with the intent that the police will charge Batman with murder. Batman escapes,
but not before another confrontation with the Gotham police, and a citywide manhunt is now on for the Caped
Crusader. After Superman diverts a Russian nuclear warhead which then detonates in a desert, millions of tons
of dust and debris fill the atmosphere, and Gotham descends into chaos during the resulting blackout. Batman
and Robin train former Mutants and the brutal Sons of the Batman in non-lethal fighting to stop looting and
ensure the flow of needed supplies. In the midst of nuclear winter conditions, Gotham becomes the safest city
in America; the U. Batman defeats Superman in a well planned fight, but dies from a heart attack immediately
afterward. Alfred destroys the Batcave and Wayne Manor and suffers a fatal stroke. Some time afterward,
Batman leads Robin, Green Arrow, and the rest of his followers into the caverns beyond the Batcave and
prepares to continue his fight. His plan, which will take years of training and studying, is to build an army, and
to bring sense to a world plagued by something "worse than thieves and murderers". He decides that this will
be a good life â€” good enough.
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Ten years later, Gotham City is overrun with crime and terrorized by a gang known as the Mutants. Arkham
inmate and former district attorney Harvey Dent undergoes plastic surgery to repair his disfigured face.
Although he is declared sane, he quickly goes into hiding following his release. He combats serious crimes,
rescuing year-old Carrie Kelley , but now struggles with the physical limitations of age. Public reaction to his
return is divided. Dent resurfaces, threatening to blow up a building unless he is paid a ransom. Batman
disables one bomb, and the other detonates harmlessly. He defeats Dent, who reveals that he thinks the
reconstructive surgery was botched, as he considered his undamaged half as disfigured. Kelley dresses as
Robin and looks for Batman, who attacks a gathering of the Mutants with a tank-like Batmobile incapacitating
most of them. The Mutant leader challenges Batman to a duel. He accepts to prove to himself that he can win.
The Mutant leader who is in his prime nearly kills Batman, but Kelley distracts him long enough for Batman
to subdue him. The leader and many gang members are arrested. Batman has Kelley disguise herself as a
Mutant, and she lures the gang to a sewer outlet at the West River. Commissioner Gordon deliberately releases
the leader, providing an escape from the building, which leads to the sewer outlet. Before the amassed
Mutants, Batman fights the leader in a mud pit; the mud slows the leader, removing his physical advantage,
and Batman overpowers him. Gordon retires after meeting his anti-Batman successor, Ellen Yindel. In
Arkham, televised reports about Batman bring the Joker out of his catatonic state. Part 2[ edit ] Feigning
remorse for his past, Joker convinces Wolper to take him on a talk show to tell his story, and makes plans for
his escape with Abner, an old henchman who supplies him with mind-controlling lipstick. He finds Selina
Kyle and uses one of her escorts and his lipstick to take control of a congressional representative, who calls for
a nuclear strike on the Soviets before falling to his death. Kelley notices cotton candy on the floor, and
Batman deduces that Joker is at the fairgrounds. There Kelley accidentally kills Abner while Batman pursues
the Joker, who indiscriminately guns down dozens of people. As Batman corners a wounded and partially
blinded Joker, he admits to feeling responsible for every murder Joker has committed and intends to stop him
permanently. Content that he made Batman lose control and that he will be branded a murderer, the Joker
finishes twisting his neck, killing himself. After Superman deflects a Soviet nuclear missile, he is hit with the
blast and badly injured; the detonation creates an electromagnetic pulse that wipes out all electrical equipment
in the United States and causes a nuclear winter. As the city descends into chaos, Batman, Kelley and Gordon
rally the Sons of Batman and the citizens of Gotham to restore order, and Yindel accepts that Batman has
become too powerful to take down. While the rest of the powerless U. Batman and Superman agree to meet in
Crime Alley. Wearing a powerful exoframe and supported by Kelley and former superhero Oliver Queen
Green Arrow , Batman fights Superman, using various tactics to make the fight even. When Superman gains
the advantage, Queen hits him with an arrow made with synthetic Kryptonite , severely weakening him.
Batman defeats Superman, and claims that he intentionally made the Kryptonite weak, and tells Superman to
never forget that Batman defeated him, and could have killed him had he wanted. Batman ignores Superman
and continues beating him, all the while listing off his reasons for being angry at him. However, Batman
apparently dies of a heart attack, while Wayne Manor self-destructs, and Alfred dies of a stroke. In the
aftermath, the world learns that Bruce was Batman; all of his secrets are destroyed with the manor and his
finances disappear. In underground caves, Bruce is revealed to have survived his heart attack and faked his
death to make preparations to continue his mission more discreetly, allied with Kelley, Queen, and his
followers.
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Returns is a four-issue comic book miniseries starring Batman, written by Frank Miller, illustrated by Miller and Klaus
Janson, and published by DC Comics.

Bruce Wayne, aged 55, has given up the mantle of Batman after the death of Jason Todd ten years prior, and
now lives as a bored bachelor. As a result, crime is running rampant throughout the city and a gang calling
themselves "The Mutants" has begun terrorizing the people of Gotham. On his first night as Batman he puts a
stop to multiple assaults â€” including one on two young girls, Carrie Kelley and her friend Michelle. While
attempting to foil an armed robbery on the same night, Batman learns that the men involved are working for
Harvey Dent. Dent, previously known for his criminal acts as Two-Face, underwent extensive therapy and
plastic surgery financed by Wayne to reemerge into society. Batman informs Commissioner James Gordon
that Dent may be planning a larger scheme. Soon after, Dent hijacks the television sets of the city and
announces his intention to hold the city to ransom with a bomb. She learns that Batman will be at the city
dump and follows the Mutants there. Although Batman defeats the Mutants with his advanced weaponry in the
ensuing battle, the Mutant Leader ends up goading him into a fight. Kelley creates a diversion, allowing
Batman to immobilize the Mutant Leader, and the two of them escape. Wayne decides to keep Kelley as his
new sidekick. Gordon allows Batman to defeat the Mutant Leader whom he had arrested on his own terms.
The two engage in a fight at a sewage run-off pipe surrounded by members of the Mutant gang. Batman,
leveraging the mud from the sewage to slow him down, deals the Leader a brutal defeat. Seeing Batman defeat
their leader, the Mutants disband and some rename themselves the Sons of Batman, using excessive violence
against criminals. At the White House , Superman and current president Ronald Reagan discuss the events in
Gotham, with the latter suggesting that Superman may have to arrest Batman. Superman informs the president
that he may only be able to talk to Wayne. Gordon hands over the role of commissioner to Captain Ellen
Yindel, who issues a statement declaring that Batman is a wanted criminal for his vigilante activities. With
renewed purpose, the Joker manipulates his caretakers to allow him onto a television talk show, where he
murders everyone with gas and escapes. With the help of Selina Kyle , Batman and Robin track him to a
county fair while evading a police pursuit led by Yindel. There, they realize that he is already making attempts
to kill fairgoers. Batman defeats the Joker in a bloody confrontation, which ends when the Joker commits
suicide by breaking his own spine to incriminate Batman for murder. After another confrontation with the
Gotham police , Batman escapes with the help of Robin and a citywide manhunt begins. Superman diverts a
Soviet nuclear warhead which detonates in a desert, nearly killing himself in the process. The United States is
hit by an electromagnetic pulse as a result and descends into chaos during the resulting blackout. In Gotham,
Batman realizes what has happened, and he and Robin turn the remaining Mutants and Sons of the Batman
into a non-lethal vigilante gang. He leads them against looters and ensures the flow of essential supplies. In the
midst of the blackout, Gotham becomes the safest city in the country. Oliver Queen predicts to Wayne that the
government lackey Superman and the maverick Batman will have a final confrontation. Superman demands to
meet Batman. Knowing he may die, Wayne chooses Crime Alley , where he first became Batman. Superman
tries to reason with Batman, but Batman uses his technological inventions and mastery of hand-to-hand
combat to fight him on equal grounds. Before he can fully defeat Superman, Batman suddenly has a heart
attack, apparently dying. Alfred destroys the Batcave and Wayne Manor before dying of a stroke, exposing
Batman as Bruce Wayne, whose fortune has disappeared. Some time afterward, Bruce Wayne leads Robin,
Queen, and the rest of his followers into the caverns beyond the Batcave and prepares to continue his war on
crime. Bruce Wayne is 55 years old and has been retired from his Batman persona for a decade. When he sees
violence becoming more common not just in Gotham City but also the world, he feels a strong desire to return
as Batman and emerges from his depression. Throughout the story, she is frequently mistaken for the former
"Boy Wonder". Now in his 50s, and having spent 12 years in Arkham Asylum, Harvey Dent has been treated
by Doctor Wolper for three years and his face has been repaired with plastic surgery. Dent terrorizes the city
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with his face swathed in bandages as he now perceives both sides of his face as scarred. He plans a brutal
crime spree to draw out Batman, setting in motion the events leading to a final confrontation. The cunning,
brutal, and albino head of the Mutants, who seeks to control Gotham and kill anyone who opposes him. The
Mayor of Gotham City: The unnamed mayor of Gotham City. He tries to negotiate peace with the Mutant
Leader at the time he was in police custody only to be killed by him. The deputy mayor of Gotham City, who
later becomes the new mayor after the former mayor is killed by the Mutant Leader. He states that
Commissioner Ellen Yindel will make the decision of how to act with Batman. The president of the United
States. He instructs Superman to deal with Batman in Gotham City. After superheroes are outlawed, Queen,
now in his late fifties, undertakes a clandestine rebellion against government oppression, including the sinking
of a nuclear submarine. He lost his left arm, for which he blames Superman. Despite this disability Queen is
still a highly skilled marksman. Superman is now an agent of the U. In his inner thoughts he despises being a
government tool, but he believes it is the only way he can save lives in this day and age. In the final climax,
Superman battles Batman in a final attempt to rid the government of his opposition, but is weakened by a
Kryptonite arrow fired by Queen, allowing an armored Batman to stand up to him. No longer Catwoman,
Selina Kyle, now in her early fifties, runs an escort business. The managing editor of the Daily Planet who is
an outspoken supporter of Batman, appearing on a series of TV debates in which she argues with others over
his methods and influence. A late night talk show host who invites the Joker and Dr. He is a characterization
of David Letterman. The leader of a group of Nazi -inspired criminals. Working for the Joker, she battles
Batman and Robin but is caught by Superman. Sons Of Batman S. A group of teenagers who were formerly
part of the Mutant gang. They have become followers of Batman since the defeat of the Mutant Leader,
although they are too unruly and corrupt, taking severe measures to control the streets and even Batman. They
end up following Batman for good intentions instead of bad. Background and creation[ edit ] Comic creator
Frank Miller at the San Diego Comic-Con International Since the s, when the Comics Code Authority was
established, the character of Batman had drifted from his dark, violent roots. It was not until the s when the
character began to feature in darker stories once again; however, Batman was still commonly associated with
the campy theme of the s Batman TV series , and as a father figure to Robin rather than the violent vigilante he
was introduced as. The basic storyline was the same but there were a lot of detours along the way. Each page
was composed of either a combination of 16 panels, or anywhere between sixteen and one panel per page.
Slayton wrote, "[t]here is no central plot to the comic, leaving only a forced fight scene between Superman
and Batman as an out of place climax to the story. Influence[ edit ] Miller signing a copy of the book during a
appearance at Midtown Comics The immense popularity of The Dark Knight Returns served both to return the
character of Batman to a central role in pop culture, but also along with Watchmen started the era known as
the Dark Age of Comic Books also known as the Modern Age and the Iron Age. The Master Race , co-written
by Miller and Brian Azzarello , was published approximately bi-monthly starting in late Frank Miller has said
he is working on a fourth series. The Last Crusade, which serves as a prequel to the original series, was
released on June 15, In , this version of Batman appeared in the Zero Hour: Crisis in Time crossover event
playing a small role. In March , he would also appear in a brief cameo in the sixth and final issue of the Dark
Nights: Freeze going so far as speaking the sentence "The Dark Knight returns" upon meeting his nemesis.
The Brave and the Bold. In the season 2 episode "The Knights of Tomorrow! In the film Batman Forever ,
director Joel Schumacher uses some references of the comic: After the cancellation of Batman Unchained ,
Schumacher proposed an adaptation of The Dark Knight Returns, which Warner considered during their
attempts to revamp the character. However, the project was finally cancelled in favor of the also shelved
Batman: Batman film franchise producer Michael Uslan expressed interest in a possible adaptation. Also, the
"copycats" in TDK are influenced by the "sons of Batman". Bruce decides to return as Batman when he
realizes that Gotham has a new threat: The League of Shadows ; Bruce uses a special brace for his arm to
compensate his frail physicality. Due to years of inactivity, Batman fails to beat the Mutant Leader and gets
badly beaten. In the second time, Batman brutally fights the Mutant Leader while his followers watch in
silence; After Harvey Dent gets killed in " The Dark Knight ", Batman is falsely accused for his death and
becomes a fugitive. At the end, Bruce abandons his personal life and persona as Batman by faking his death.
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So he can have a fresh start with his crime-fighting career. In the film, Bruce fakes his death so he can finally
move on from Batman and start a new life with Selina Kyle in Florence. DC Entertainment produced a
two-part animated adaptation. Dawn of Justice features Batman and Superman meeting each other for the first
time in a live-action film. Director Zack Snyder stated although the film is visually inspired by The Dark
Knight Returns, with some elements borrowed, like an older and hardened Batman who lost Jason Todd in his
younger years, the Batsuit closely resembling the one shown in the comic book and Batman wearing the
armored suit in his battle against Superman shown in the comic, it featured an original premise. The animated
film Teen Titans Go! To the Movies had Robin dream up a sequence which seems to parody Lion King, where
he is lifted up by the Batman from the Dark Knight Returns continuity. Later on, Robin appears in a musical
sequence where he parodies the iconic Dark Knight Returns cover where Robin poses against a lightning
effect with the title: The Dark Hero Returns.
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The Story - Batman - The Dark Knight Returns (TPB) () Batman - The Dark Knight Returns (TPB) (): The Dark Knight
Returns is a possible future for Batman. Bruce Wayne has retired from being the Dark Knight of Gotham however with
the rise of the Mutant Gang he decides to return becomes the protector of the night once more.

The story depicts Bruce Wayne as an old man, coming out of retirement to be Batman again. This is later
established as the " Dark Knight Universe. This format later became more common. Just as the characters of
Norse mythology have their Ragnarok, Frank Miller sought to create a fitting end for the character of Batman.
DKR takes place in a timeline outside the continuity of the DC Universe , but is still considered at least
partially faithful to the source material and Batman mythos at the time it debuted, as it makes use of
Post-Crisis characters. Ten years pass, during which Gotham City is overwhelmed with crime and plagued by
a violent gang called "The Mutants. Batman is aided in fighting this menace by a new Robin, a young girl
named Carrie Kelly. Batman stops Two-Face and discovers that even though Dent has been physically
rehabilitated, psychologically he is still Two-Face. Meanwhile Commissioner Gordon, at age seventy, is
forced to retire due to his age. He is replaced by Ellen Yindel, a fierce critic of Batman. Batman discovers that
a United States Army general had been supplying the Mutants with military weapons in exchange for cash.
When Batman confronts him, the general confesses and justifies his actions by saying he needs to help his sick
wife. Batman recovers quickly and allows Carrie to become the new Robin. The Mutant Leader has still
threatened to unleash his army on the city, so the Mayor tries to negotiate with him in jail. The Leader then
kills the Mayor by ripping his throat out with his teeth. Batman and Carrie infiltrate their ranks and spread a
rumor that the Leader wants an assembly. Batman then asks Commissioner Gordon to allow the Leader to
escape from jail and draws him to a mud-hole, where the Dark Knight finally defeats him in front of the other
mutants. He convinces the doctors at Arkham Asylum that he is sane and deserves to be released. Once free,
he appears on a late night talk show as a PR stunt. When Batman shows up, he is forced to battle the police
force while the Joker releases a cloud of Joker venom on the audience and escapes, and Batman and Robin
chase after him. The Joker then beats her and dresses her up as Wonder Woman. He caps off his rampage by
killing a group of 16 Cub Scouts and planting a bomb on a fairway; Robin defuses the bomb. Eventually, the
two confront each other, ironically, in the tunnel of love. Taunting Batman as a coward, Joker twists his head
until the remainder of his spine snaps, committing suicide in order to frame Batman for murder. The Sons of
Batman have become vigilantes, maintaining law and order with force. Batman decides to train them to fight
crime with non-lethal methods. Meanwhile, a Russian built nuke goes off, blocking out the sun and shutting
off electronics in the US. Batman and the Sons restore order in Gotham, but soon, the Government dispatches
Superman to take down Batman, as he undermines their authority. Batman begins preparing for his battle
against Superman and is equipped with a powerful suit of armor, sonic blaster, a mysterious pill and synthetic
Kryptonite which he had spent years developing. However, Batman dies of a heart attack shortly thereafter.
Meanwhile, Alfred Pennyworth detonates bombs that he and Batman had deliberately planted in the Batcave
for just this purpose, and destroys Wayne Manor. Alfred suffers a stroke and dies almost immediately
afterward. His body was claimed by "a distant cousin, his only living relative" which is actually Carrie Kelly
in disguise. At the funeral, Superman hears a heart beat inside the coffin and, after looking at Carrie, winks at
her and leaves. Bruce Wayne now begins a new life, leading Robin, Green Arrow, and his new army through
unexplored tunnels beyond the Batcave, preparing for a new war against the corrupt government. Characters
Batman , aka Bruce Wayne, 55 years old. He gave up the Batman identity ten years past, strongly hinted as a
reaction to the death of the former Robin, Jason Todd. But when he sees violence running rampant and his
personal demons can no longer be denied, he is forced to return. He dies of a stroke at the end of the book.
Robin , aka Carrie Kelley, 13 years old. She becomes Robin, and is accepted by the Batman after saving his
life. James Gordon , Commissioner of the Gotham Police, 70 years old. He retires towards the end of the
storyline. Two-Face , aka now middle-aged Harvey Dent, whose face is reconstructed with plastic surgery, but
is still Two-Face in his mind and cannot refrain from criminal acts. The Joker as an elderly catatonic prisoner
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of Arkham Asylum. The Mutant Leader, head of a gang of teens called the "Mutants," who terrorize Gotham.
The leader is a strong, savage brute who puts a hit on Gordon, beats Batman in their first encounter, goes to
jail, kills the mayor while still in jail , escapes, and is eventually beaten by Batman. Sons Of Batman S. They
have become followers of Batman, although they are too unruly and corrupt, taking severe measures to control
the streets and even Batman. They end up following Batman for good intentions instead of bad. Green Arrow ,
aka Oliver Queen. He has undertaken a clandestine career of terrorism against government oppression. He lost
his left arm years ago and has a grudge against Superman because of that. Superman , aka Clark Kent, a
military super-agent for the United States government. His very existence seems to be a bit of a taboo subject:
Unlike Batman, who is now middle-aged, Superman has remained at least physically in his early to
mid-thirties. Mayor, the unnamed Mayor of Gotham City. He tried to negotiate with the Mutant Leader only to
be killed by him. Deputy Mayor Stevenson, the deputy mayor of Gotham City. Reputation Upon its
publication, Batman: The Dark Knight Returns turned the comic book industry on its ear. This includes the
Batman film directed by Tim Burton which drew upon Batman: The Killing Joke as a major influence.
Another innovation is the way in which the superheroes address one another by name i. Another controversial
criticism is that Dick Grayson , the first Robin and the current Nightwing, is not included in the storyline at
all. Miller has stated that he wanted it to focus entirely on Batman and those around him. Dick is mentioned
but he and Bruce are not on speaking terms. He adopted innovative visual styles and "tricks," many adapted
from movies especially film noir. Also, Miller contrasts many smaller frames against grand backdrops of
Batman leaping or brooding over the cityscape; creates "montages" of fast-paced events through rapidly
changing commentators, alternated with snippets of the actions being described and builds suspense to the
appearance of classic characters by hiding their actions and appearance in shadows not just the first depiction
of Batman, but Superman and Green Arrow as well. Miller also heavily featured television "talking heads"
throughout the work. Numerous public figures were blatantly lampooned, including Ronald Reagan , Dr. The
book is also available in several hardcover editions. In and , DC Comics published Batman: The Dark Knight
Returns. Despite a heavy promotional campaign by the publisher, the book failed to gain the same acceptance
from some fans that the original story received. An "Absolute Dark Knight" version of this series was
published as well.
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Bruce Wayne, at 55, has retired from crime-fighting for ten years. Levels of crime are rising. Wayne has a
breakthrough and finds retirement is against his instincts and becomes Batman again. He first confronts
Harvey Dent , who was thought to be cured after plastic surgery which Wayne financed. Dent holds the city
for ransom with a bomb. Batman saves year-old Carrie Kelley from an attack by a gang called the Mutants.
Kelley buys herself an imitation Robin costume and searches for Batman, seeking to help him. She finds
Batman at the city dump, where he fights an army of Mutants. Though Batman defeats the Mutant army with
his weaponry, the Mutant leader beats him in combat. Kelley creates a diversion and helps Batman escape.
With the help of retiring Commissioner James Gordon and the new Robin, Batman defeats the Mutant leader
on his own terms. The Mutants disband and some rename themselves the Sons of Batman, using excessive
violence against criminals. At the White House , Superman and the president discuss the events in Gotham,
with the latter suggesting that the Man of Steel may soon have to rein in the Dark Knight. With renewed
purpose, The Joker manipulates his caretakers to allow him onto a television talk show, where he murders
everyone with gas and escapes. Batman and Robin track him to a county fair, where he is already killing
people. Batman defeats The Joker in a violent confrontation, nearly killing him. To incriminate Batman for
murder, The Joker commits suicide by breaking his own neck. After another confrontation with the Gotham
police , Batman escapes, and a citywide manhunt begins. Superman diverts a Soviet nuclear warhead which
detonates in a desert. The United States is hit by an electromagnetic pulse , and descends into chaos during the
resulting blackout. In Gotham, Batman realizes what has happened, and he and Robin turn the remaining
Mutants and Sons of the Batman into a non-lethal fighting force. He leads them against looters and ensures the
flow of essential supplies. In the midst of nuclear winter , Gotham becomes the safest city in the country.
Oliver Queen the former Green Arrow predicts to Wayne that the government lackey Superman and the
maverick Batman will have a final confrontation. Superman demands to meet Batman. Knowing he may die,
Wayne chooses Crime Alley , where he first became Batman. Superman tries to reason with Batman, but
Batman uses his technological inventions and mastery of hand-to-hand combat to fight him. Before he can
finish his monologue, Batman suddenly has a heart attack, apparently dying. Alfred Pennyworth destroys the
Batcave and Wayne Manor , dying of a stroke, exposing Batman as Bruce Wayne, whose fortune has
disappeared. Some time afterward, Bruce Wayne leads Robin, Queen, and the rest of his followers into the
caverns beyond the Batcave and prepares to continue his war on crime. With them by his side, Wayne plans to
assemble an army and allies to bring order back to the world. Bruce Wayne is 55 years old and has been
retired from his Batman persona for a decade. When he sees violence becoming a common occurrence, he
feels a strong desire to return as Batman. Throughout the story, she is frequently mistaken for the former "Boy
Wonder". Now in his 50s, and having spent 12 years in Arkham Asylum, Harvey Dent has been treated by
Doctor Wolper for three years and his face has been repaired with plastic surgery. Dent terrorizes the city with
his face swathed in bandages as he now sees both sides of his face as scarred. He serves as the main antagonist
of the second half of the story. He plans a brutal crime spree to draw out Batman, setting in motion the events
leading to a final confrontation with him. The cunning, brutal head of the Mutants and the main antagonist of
the first part of the story, who seeks to control Gotham and kill anyone who opposes him. He is killed when
the Joker floods a television studio with poisonous gas. After superheroes are outlawed, Queen undertakes a
clandestine rebellion against government oppression, including the sinking of a nuclear submarine. He lost his
left arm, for which he blames Superman. Despite this disability, Queen is still a highly skilled marksman.
Superman is now an agent of the U. In the final climax, Superman battles Batman in a final attempt to rid the
government of his opposition, but is weakened by a Kryptonite arrow fired by Queen, allowing an armored
Batman to stand up to him. No longer Catwoman, Selina Kyle now runs an escort business. The basic
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storyline was the same but there were a lot of detours along the way. Miller also said his own increasing age
was a factor in the plot. Each page was composed of either a combination of either 16 panels, or anywhere
between sixteen and one panel per page. Slayton wrote, "[t]here is no central plot to the comic, leaving only a
forced fight scene between Superman and Batman as an out of place climax to the story. Richler commented,
"The stories are convoluted, difficult to follow and crammed with far too much text. The drawings offer a
grotesquely muscle-bound Batman and Superman, not the lovable champions of old. If it is aimed at adults,
they are not the sort I want to drink with. The Dark Knight Returns was one of the two comic books, alongside
Watchmen , that inspired designer Vincent Connare when he created the Comic Sans font. Dawn of Justice ,
and was adapted into a two-part animated film. Freeze going so far as speaking the sentence "The Dark Knight
returns" upon meeting his nemesis. Batman film franchise producer Michael Uslan expressed interest in a
possible adaptation. Dawn of Justice is in post-production, and it will feature Superman and Batman meeting
each other for the first time in a live-action film. Zack Snyder stated although the film is visually inspired by
The Dark Knight Returns, it is entirely original and not based on the comic. These included original rough
script text for issue 4 with some sketches by Miller. There was also a limited edition slip cased hardcover that
had mini poster prints, separate media review and sketch book by Miller. It was released in full size and then
later as a mini sized statue. Later, a Batman and Joker Gift Set was released, including both characters with
new color schemes to reflect earlier points in the story, and a page prestige format reprint of The Dark Knight
Returns 1 was also released. Arkham City and Batman: Beyond Gotham where he is designed as a Big Figure.
Comic books Members of the Mutantsâ€”who are enemies to a young Batman and Nightwing who is Barbara
Gordon in this continuity â€”appeared in the comic book continuation of the television series Smallville. As a
homage to The Dark Knight Returns, she wears an imitation Robin costume as a Halloween costume in her
first appearance. Wolper makes an appearance at a younger age in Batman:
6: Batman: The Dark Knight Returns | DC Database | FANDOM powered by Wikia
Now, when his city needs him most, the Dark Knight returns in a blaze of glory. Joined by Carrie Kelly, a teenage female
Robin, Batman takes to the streets to end the threat of the mutant gangs that have overrun the city.

7: The Dark Knight Returns - Infogalactic: the planetary knowledge core
The Dark Knight Returns is a Batman story written by Frank Miller with illustrations by Miller, Klaus Janson, and Lynn
Varley in It is a limited series set in a possible future, portrayed as Batman's last adventure.

8: Batman - The Dark Knight Returns () Â» Books - Graphic Novels - Comics
"The Dark Knight Returns," script and pencils by Frank Miller, inks by Klaus Janson; Set 20 years in the future, this story
finds that in the absence of superheroes, criminals have run amok, and a gang called the Mutants are terrorizing
Gotham City; Bruce Wayne has been retired from super-heroing for 10 years following the death of Jason Todd.

9: Batman: The Dark Knight Returns (film) - Wikipedia
This trade paperback edition re-presents the landmark mini-series, with a new cover by Miller and 28 pages of new
material, including a new introduction, endpapers and chapter headings by Miller, the original covers to the mini-series
and Warner Books edition, the plot to The Dark Knight Falls, and material from Miller's sketchbook.
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